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Introduction
The quality management of chemical and bio industrial data systems has
extensive documentation, it is important to use adequately consistent and
reliable data in the design and control of apparatus and procedures. Use of
quality assurance methods in connection with databases is vital in cases
when the data stored in the database is a result of measurements, and the
application of the database happens in fields representing potential danger
of life or risks of financial nature. A typical case for potential danger of
life is in connection with the database of explosive substances. On the
other hand an inadequately implemented market research study for instance
can have great financial consequences.
The advancement of computer the graphics technology made it possible to
use graphics no only for display statistical test values, but especially in
industrial applications they are used for data adequacy test also. They
present a quick feed back often with interactive control options from the
data acquisition by measurements, through the comparison of the measured
data systems, to process control and management.
As an informatics electrical engineer and economist, during the three years
spent at the Chemical Information Department of Budapest University of
Technology and Economics my ambition was to develop information
technology tools – primarily software – which could be significant in the
quality management and control of chemical and bio industrial data
systems and procedures. My three most important innovations are:
• Accurate description of the explosion ranges of ternary gas
systems, and quality managed document rendering from the
corresponding data series based on online data.
• Visualization of explosion surfaces based on data sets of
flammable substances for ternary systems measured on
different temperatures or pressures.
• Implementation of Internet methods in the identification and
analysis of customer requirements and satisfaction which is a
key element of the process control and quality management
ISO 900X:2000 standards.
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Summary Of The Work Done
My PhD work included data visualization for quality assurance purposes.
For this section of my research I had the opportunity to work with the
database of flammable and explosive substances maintained by the BAM
(Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und prüfung – Federal Institute for
Materials Research) institute located in Berlin, Germany. To get hands on
experiences in the field I took part in laboratory measurements performed
with prEN1839T tube method equipment. I made extensions to the
visualization software TRIANGLE, which is in use for data acquisition and
quality control purposes at the institute. In the next phase of the work I
modified the Trigon software – a program we created for 3D surface
visualization at our department at the Technical University of Budapest –
to produce 3D explosion range surface diagrams based on the same data.
The original TRIANGLE program had been designed by BAM staff as an
aid for data input in the CHEMSAFE® database. I enhanced this program
within my PhD work with parts in connection with visualization and
database quality assurance. I added the stoichiometric concentration
calculation and visualization, which also serve as quality assurance checks
in the program. There were many curve fitting problems in the original
version of the TRIANGLE software, the identification and solution of
these were also part of my PhD work.
In addition to the above enhancements in the TRIANGLE program there
was demand for a handbook to be compiled based on CHEMSAFE®
explosion range data. I added to the program a script based automation
unit which would sequentially access several datasets and with the use of
template files insert information from them in one editable and later
printable document. This task involved further program modifications
including the perfection of the triangular and Cartesian charts.
With the implementation of the automatic processing it also became
possible to perform quality analysis on large number of datasets. Utilizing
this new feature I implemented a testing technique for analyzing the quality
of substituted missing turning points with respect to different extrapolation
and curve fitting methods. I modified a real, complete data set, by
eliminating one then two more points at the turning point of the curve. I
examined the effects of the extrapolation on the characteristic values
calculated for the explosion ranges, and compared the results for the
different methods.
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During the implementation of the curve fitting algorithms for the explosion
range datasets came the idea to plot explosion surfaces when several sets of
measurements were available for the same gas components at different
staring temperatures or starting pressures. Tool for this was the Trigon
program, which had been developed at the department of chemical
engineering under my supervision. With some modifications this program
could be made capable to visualize any ternary systems. During my PhD
work, I adapted this program for the visualization of vapor liquid
equilibrium data, after then for explosion limit surfaces of ternary gas
systems. In case of the later I implemented a new interpolation method for
the surface section near the turning line.
The Trigon program can be controlled by three means: using a Turbo
Vision user interface (character based windows/menu/mouse control),
command line control, and control by external programs (such as web
server side applications). The web-server controlled execution makes it
possible for distant users to remotely use the program. Remote controlled
programs offer several advantages, of which only some are utilized in this
particular application, thus the significance of this development is mainly
theoretical.
In every area of my PhD work I had to produce documentation that was
adequate even for industrial applications. To meet an industrial sector’s
particular demands, I had to take into account the corresponding quality
assurance and quality control standards in their complex arrangement and
practice. The chemical and bio industrial databases can be created by not
just experimental measurements, as part of my doctorate work I designed a
generally applicable information processing method for market research as
a tool for data acquisition in food industrial applications.
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New Scientific Results
1. I have developed an algorithm for the interpolation of explosion range
curve points by using vector spline functions. I implemented the
corresponding functions and procedures in the TRIANGLE software
developed at the BAM institute in Berlin, and tested it on several
datasets with positive results.
2. I examined the effects of different curve fitting and approximating
algorithms in case of missing turning points. I concluded that the
substitution of missing turning points by extrapolation is not
permissible.
3. I implemented the visualization of the line representing the
stoichiometric concentration in the triangle diagram of the TRIANGLE
software.
4. I enabled the Trigon software, which was developed under my
supervision for the visualization of ternary vapor liquid equilibrium
systems at the Chemical Information Department at the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics, to be remotely controlled via
Internet technologies. The Trigon software, also under my supervision,
has been adapted for the visualization of the explosion surfaces for
ternary gas systems. I solved the visualization problem around the
turning point.
5. I created Internet based software solutions for the process control
according to the ISO 900X:2000 quality control standard by
implementing the most important input and output components, namely
for the registration and analysis of customer requirements and
satisfaction. These software solutions were successfully utilized in five
areas of the bio and agro industry.
6. Also in view of the customer requirements and satisfaction I designed
the automatic document rendering processes of the TRIANGLE
software which make it possible to create and print quality assured
handbooks that are adequate for industrial use. I implemented the
necessary routines and built them into the program.
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The Practical Use Of Results
Many of the results of my work are already in practical application. The
enhanced version of the TRIANGLE program is in use for data acquisition
at the Bundesanstalt für Materialforshung und Prüfung institute in Berlin.
My quality assured publication system had been used to produce a
handbook containing 200 datasets.
My automatic Internet based data acquisition solutions are used in real life
agro and food industrial research by the Postharvest Department at the
Szent István University.
The Trigon Remote program was available for experimental purposes at
the Chemical Information Department’s web site.
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